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Ever wondered about a career in sports?
Wanted to ask questions to a professional
in the sports industry? Visit a sports facility
and see if a life in a sports field is really for
you? Now with the up-and-coming Bryant
University Sports Business Association, you
can achieve all those goals and get your sports
career questions answered.
Bryant University
Sports Business
Association is a new organization being
started on campus by Caroline Meizen, a
junior with a Marketing major, Sport Studies
Concentration and Management minor.
She describes her new org as a "professional
network connecting students, alumni, and
industry managers/leaders through which
we can develop opportunities for growth and
learning. This will bring awareness of the
many opportunities of sports, help students
make connections, and find clarity in their
futures." This association will allow students
a personal & interactive experience to learn
more about specific opportunities within the
sports world after graduation.
The Sports Business Association plans to
hold weekly meetings for their club members,
location and time to be announced. "The
first few meetings will be to understand
what the club members are interested in (for
their careers) so we can develop programs/
opportunities that fit their needs," Meizen
stated. She wants her organization to be a very
personalized experience to set up students
with a network and a path to a career in sports
that they like. In the later meetings, expert
speakers will be brought in on campus for a
first-hand interaction. They will be able to
share their path and inspire a potential career
path for students here all students to explore
the many different fields of careers in sports.
Some of these include sports marketing, the
legal side of sports, and analytics of sports
teams. The idea of introducing many varying
fields of sports is because, "many students
don't know what area of sports they want to
go into" according to Meizen, "We just want
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to know more."
Another aspect of the club will be shadow
days off campus at varying sports facilities and
companies. These will create an eye-opening
learning experience that shows the day-to-day
life of the professionals—which may resonate
with students and spark an interest they were
previously unaware of. Lastly, Meizen wants
professional career development to be an
important part of her organization. Her goal
is to develop students' personal brand and
allow an opportunity for them to learn more
about themselves and how a sports career
would best fit their life. She knows that sports
careers can be competitive, and she wants to
teach students to be patient andpersistent and
to help students along the way to reach their
career.
Meizen had the idea for this club when
she started thinking about internships and
talking to people in her sports related classes.
She knew she wanted to learn more about
the other areas of sports (sports marketing,
sports finance) and to be able to follow a

passion to reach a wider audience. In her
own words, Meizen "wanted to create an
organization that would prepare Bryant
students for future careers in sports. We
have incredibly passionate professors who
help spark excitement and care about setting
students up for success and the Arnica Center
who has all the resources to get us there, and
I wanted to develop this organization as a
bridge between these two components of the
college experience that will set students up
for a future in sports that they are confidently
excited to explore".
If you have a future goal to work within
the sports field, the Bryant University Sports
Business Association is a great chance to
explore the many emerging opportunities
that come with sports. Everyone is welcome
and you will have the chance to connect with
other motivated and like-minded individuals.
If interested, questions and comments can be
sent to cmeizen@bryant.edu who willrespond
with further information.

Job Growth in January Shows a
Promising Start to the New Year
Amara Gatto

Variety:

Bryant University Sports Business Association. (Bryant University Spons Business Association)

As an encouraging start to this pivotal
election year, 225,000 jobs were added in the
United States economy in January of2020. In
2019, monthly job growth averaged around
175,000, and experts initially only expected
160,000 jobs to be added to in January. The
unemployment rate stood at 3.6 percent at the
end of the first month of the year, which is
close to a 50 year low. Jobs have continually
been added for the past 112 months, which is
an economic record.
Certain sectors have been impacted more
than others, such as the manufacturing
industry. Jobs in this sector were actually
cut by 12,000 in January, with workers in
the automobile industry affected the most.
This was the second month in a row that the
manufacturing industry has suffered in this
way. However, an unusually warm winter
has allowed for substantial growth in the
construction, transportation, and hospitality
sectors, with transportation employment
increasing by 28,000 last month. As the
transportation industry is currently not in a

downturn, experts state that investors should
not be concerned about the downturn in
manufacturing jobs yet. If both industries
were in decline, it would be a sign that
there would be a future deterioration in the
production, trade, and delivery of goods
overall. The growth in the transportation
industry suggests that the manufacturing
slump is somewhat contained within the
industry. Growth was also strong in the
health care and warehousing industries.
In December of 2019, the unemployment
rate was 3.5 percent, but the increase to 3.6
percent in January is due to an expansion of
people joining the labor force in search of
employment. The number ofpeople grew by
574,000 people last month, which heightened
the labor force participation rate up to 63.4
percent, its highest since the middle of 2013.
Additionally, the percentage of Americans
aged 25 to 54 who were employed or actively
seeking employment raised to 83.1 percent
from 82.9 percent in December of 2019, and
61.2 percent of the American population
aged 16 and older had a job as of January.
These new statistics are the highest the
United States economy has experienced
since 2008. With the growth in demand

across many industries fueled by a generally
strong economy, employers are willing to
hire from groups that experience barriers to
employment, such as those with disabilities.
Although this decrease in unemployment
has generally been beneficial, it has also been
a reason why wages have not been rising as
much as previously anticipated. January's
hourly wages increased 3.1 percent from a
year prior, which was weaker than in the
middle of 2019, which experienced a 3.5
percent increase from the year previous.
Fortunately, the average inflation rate of
2019 was reported to be 2.3 percent back in
December, so employees have not been too
adversely affected by this lackluster growth
in earnings.
The two major events which could
impede this economic growth in the first
quarter of 2020 are that Boeinghas halted
production of its 737 MAX aircraft, and the
outbreak of the coronavirus which originated
in China. Both of these could hinder
manufacturing output globally, but we must
wait to discover how and if this affects the
United States economy.
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Would you join the strike against student debt?
would benefit families with a lower income, the college
system would not be as challenging, resulting in colleges
and students not attempting to differentiate themselves.
In CNBC's newly released article, "Why People If colleges cannot charge students more to attend their
with Student Debt are Refusing to Repay it?", a group of specialized university, then each college would not invest
students want to discontinue all private and federal loans in their education to be better than their rival.
The advantages and disadvantages of going on strike
and make public college free. Currently, there is a national
strike against the country's student loan debt, as it climbs against student debt is evident. I am fascinated by this
toward $1.7 trillion. On average, students have $30,000 in movement because hundreds of students are taking the
debt, which places it second to mortgages. Students debt initiative to fight against paying for knowledge. Although
is accumulating more each year, setting students and their the group of strikers is a small portion of students in debt,
future families behind. 1 Today, there are 359 students on the next presidential election will determine how strong
students feel about making public colleges free.
strike to repay their loan debt.
One woman on strike, Sandy Nurse, shared she is
$120,000 in debt, then commented on the fact she should
not have to pay for knowledge. Along with paying for
loans. Nurse struggles to afford monthly bills. Her income
is not at par with the costs of living today, "the average
hourly wage in 2018 had no more purchasing power than
it did in 1978, according to the Pew Research Center"
(Nova). Although some groups are choosing to not pay
their loans, many students can simply just not afford it.
This demonstrates why the Debt Collective originated,
according to co-founder Thomas Gokey, "the movement
aims to "politicize" the millions of Americans who are
already not repaying their student debt because they can't"
(Nova). In the appendix,Dan Hong is burning his bill from
the University of California, Los Angeles.2 Numerous
UCLA students joined Dan in the burning, however Mark
Kantrowitz, an educationprofessional, does not believe the
strike will contribute to their future. Instead, Kantrowitz
emphasizes the consequences ofrefusing to repay theloans;
it will ruin their finances with a rise in collection fees and
damage to their credit.
As the next presidential election approaches. Sen.
Bernie Sanders and Sen. Elizabeth Warren have advertised
eliminating student loan debt in the country as part of
their platform. Their reason being is to win the young
voters over with something that will influence their future.
There are 44 million Americans in debt, the candidates
are trying to boost the participation of young voters. As
a student, it sounds appealing, but^ we must think of the
long-term consequences of free education. A possible
repercussion of this would be a less competitive education
system after high school. If college was free, there would
lack a financial incentive for students to perform well and
earn scholarships from colleges. Although free college

Allison Corcoran
Contributing Writer

Who is this Httle guy right here?
• Little Alfredo here is the mascot
of The Archway newspaper
• He is an indonesian mountain
weasel
• His family is from Indonesia,
however, he actually came from
the Netherlands when is family
was taken by the Dutch centuries
ago
• Alfredo made sure to tell the staff
of The Archway to let all of you
know some things when taking
care of your very own Indonesian
Mountain Weasel

Just because the Dutch has
had a huge influence of
Indonesia, do not give your
Mountain Weasel danishes
These little guys are quite shy
and may be scared at first, so
take your time with these and
let them make relationships at
their own pace
Lastly, do not actually own
an Indonesia Mountain
Weasel. These are not meant
to be kept as pets and we do
not really own one, we just
thought they were the cutest
darn little things

Department of Public Safety Log
LARCENY
Feb 05,2020 Wednesday at 11:36
Location; FISHER STUDENT CENTER
Summary: DPS received a report of a Bryant issued
laptop stolen from the Fisher Student Centre.
EMT CALL EMT CALL / MEDICAL SERVICES
RENDERED
Feb 05, 2020 Wednesday at 12:20
Location: UNISTRUCTURE
Summary: DPS received a report of an unconscious
female having a seizure. EMS was activated. Patient was
transported by Smithfield Rescue to Fatima Hospital for
treatment.

ROBBERY
Feb 07,2020 Friday at 01:40
Location: SENIOR STUDENT PARKING O
Summary: DPS received a report stating that two males
physically took a speaker device from a student who had
been walking down the roadway.
EMT CALL EMT CALL / MEDICAL SERVICES
RENDERED
Feb 08,2020 Saturday at 23:22
Location: E C S
Summary: DPS received a request for a medical
evaluation of an intoxicated male at the ECS. EMS was

activated. Patient was transported by Smithfield Rescue
to Fatima Hospital for treatment.
EMT CALL EMT CALL / MEDICAL SERVICES
RENDERED
Feb 12,2020
Wednesday at 11:40
Location: CHASE ATHLETIC CENTER
Summary: DPS received a request for a medical
evaluation for a student with a low blood sugar condition.
EMS was activated. Patient was treated on scene no
transport was necessary.
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Influenza Taking over Universities Statewide
and We Are All Wondering what We WIN Do
Gap between
talk and action

70% Talk

70% believe it is important to get an annual
flu vaccine, however only 46% say they
typically get vaccinated

sV

Top reasons for not getting a flu vaccine
I'm healthy, I do not need it

36%

I do not like needles

31%

I do not think it works

30%

I worry about the risks

27%

Ways to increase lilcelihood of
getting a flu vaccine*
Monetary or other incentive

61%

Access to the vaccine at low or no cost

61%

* Percent who believe each would increase the
likelihood of vaccination by a lot

49% said they would only
get vaccinated if a tangible
incentive was offered

influenza Facts

Gabriela Ferre
Contributing Writer
It is the season of tissue boxes,
NightQuil, and chicken noodle soup, the 2020 flu
season is here and is ready to attack. With all regions
being affected by the flu, according to the Center of
Disease Control there has been 4.6 million cases this
year, which is 2.6 percent more than last year.
This year there has been around 170.3 million flu
vaccinations distributed, attacking both influenza A and
B.
With hospitalizations not being concerningly high,
there has stfllbeen 32 pediatric deaths this season which is
the most reported in the last 17 years, stated by the CDC.
The influenza virus can spread when someone with the
flu coughs or sneezes or simply if you touch something
that the virus is on.
The CDC reported that although symptoms mostly
develop two days after being affected by the flu, the third
or fourth day beingill is the most contagious.
Some might pass the flu before even knowing they have
the flu.
Although Influenza A and B are the most popular,
influenza C also causes flu-like symptoms that are less
dangerous.
It is important to remember that the influenza virus
lives indoors, making it easier to spread as it stays in the
air.
Being indoors and being in close contact with our peers
for too long makes it easier to catch the flu this season.

NM.org

Some key symptoms of the flu are runny/stuffy nose, body Diseases states that 46% of college students typically get
the annual flu, meaning that college students are more
aches, fatigue, and a fever (100° F or greater).
With the flu taking over universities it is important to susceptible to catching the flu.
The NFID stated that although 70% of college students
take precautions to prevent catching the flu.
The key step in preventing the flu is getting the flu believe that getting vaccinated is important, only about
8% of students actually get vaccinated due to the lack of
access on and around campus.
Access to the vaccine can be found around the Bryant
community on campus at the health center andoff campus
at local pharmacys.
"With hospitalizations not being
Many college students do not get vaccinated because
concerningly high, there has still been they believe they are healthy and dont need to be
32 pediatric deaths this season which is vaccinated.
Others are worriedabout the risk of getting vaccinated.
the most reported in the last 17 years,
The National Foundation for Infectious Disease is
trying to promote vaccinations at universities by having
stated by the CDC."
incentives and making it more accessible to students.
As we see our peers missing a week or more of classes
due to the flu it is important to take percountion by getting
vaccinated, washing your hands regularly and sleeping 8
shot, the CDC reported that the flu shot this year has been or more hours and drinking plenty of fluids.
Influenza particles are everywhere in class, at sporting
updated to match the influenza.
Other steps for preventing the flu at Bryant are to drink events, and at the dining hall.
It is never too late to get the flu shot, save yourself from
plenty of water, get plenty of sleep and avoid touching your
the hours of class notes and homework you'll have to make
face without washed hands.
That being said, for students who are already infected up due to being ill with the flu.
with either strands of the flu should constantly be covering
their mouth and nose when sneezing or coughing, wash
their hands regularly, and should stay home as the flu
spreads easily.
Data from the National foundation for Infectious
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How Should Things go on the Monday?

Student Government
Contributing Writer
Want to see change on YOUR
campus? Want to be in the know of all
the extracurriculars and events Bryant
University has to offer? Luckily for you,
Bryant University's Student Government
works effortlessly around the clock to
ensure the utmost best experience for
every individual. Each Wednesday, this
academically driven group of students
meet to discuss how to improve campus
quality to be the liaison between
administrators and the whole Bryant
family.
Bryant University's Student
Government is comprised of 26 students
that all share the same expectations for the
campus they fell in love with. During the
2019-2020 term, the university has seen
more progress than ever before! Between
new dining options, water fillers in each
hall, the improved gym and so much
more, there is no telling what is next.
The Student Services committee has
worked effortlessly to fill the request
of water bottle fillers in each of the
residence halls across campus. After
much discussion, the university fulfilled
this request over winter break bringing
nothing but convenience and joy to the
students. In addition to the increased
amount of water fillers on campus, the
Student Services committee was able to
partner withSpecialInitiatives Committee
in order to enhance the fitness equipment
and bulldog branding in the Chance
Wellness Center. Since the gym has been
renovated the attendance has been higher
than ever! As if Student Services didn't do
enough. Strategic Operations has made
some major changes to meal options
across campus to ensure the largest
variety as possible that appeals to every
student. In addition to allthe amenities on
campus. Strategic Operations have made

huge advancements in the dining world.
As of this Spring semester 2020, it possible
to have meal swipes all day at Nicks Place
as an alternative to going to Salmonson
dining hall. As Bryant students, we are
all super busy with a lot on our plate and
with that said, some days we will catch
ourselves struggling to find time to have
a sit-down meal. No worries if that's the
case! Thanks to the new you-pick-four
option students can pick from a salad or
sandwich, a drink, chips and a dessert to
grab and go to give them a nutritious, yet
fast meal.
Shift gears academically, Bryant
is committed to pursuing academic
excellence and continuous innovation for
faculty and students, and that is exactly
what academic affairs works towards
each and every day. Academic Affairs
noticed that the printers located around
campus are unreliable and break often.
Takii^ initiative, the committee was able
to work alongside staff members to install
a new printing system as a resolution to
the recurring problem. With the new
printing system, you can print anywhere
on campus as well as in color for no
additional cost. Previously, to print in
color it was significantly more than the
traditional black and white causing in
a rapid decline of printing dollars. This
simple, yet effective change allows the
university to take alarger jump toward the
goal of academic efficiency. These are just
a few of the countless innovative solutions
student government works for towards to
maximize the Bryant experience for all.
If you have any questions of comments
regarding what is happening at your
university, feel free to direct message @
bryantusg on Instagram or sit in at a
meeting Wednesdays, 4pm in Papitto!

COMMUTER eCWECTIOK PKSENTS

Derek Frame
Contributing Writer
Many people believe that they should
get the Monday after the Super Bowl off
from work. In fact, one in four Americans
say the day after the Super Bowl should be
declared a national holiday, according to
the New York Post. Most people believe
they should get the day off because Super
Bowl Sunday is one of the biggest party
nights of the year, almost everyone in
America stays up late on Super Bowl
Sunday partying. But should businesses
actually think about giving their
employees the day off?
Believe or not some companies do
give their employees the Monday after
the Super Bowl off. Including food and
beverage company Kraft Heinz who
announced in 2017 that all corporate
salaried workers would receive the day
off on the Monday after the Super Bowl.
According to an article CNBC posted,
Nicole Kulwicki, the head of Heinz
brands, said in a press release. "The Heinz
brand doesn't settle on delivering superior
taste or quality, and we don't believe
America should have to settle on the day
after the best sports day of the year" Kraft
Heinz believes that because they know
their employees will not perform to their
fullest potential on the Monday after the
Super Bowl, they should not serve their
customers on this day because they will
not give their customers the experience
they deserve.
Many researchers have proven that the
Monday after the Super Bowl is actually
one of the worst business days of the year.
According to a survey by the Workforce
Institute at Kronos, more than 11 million
set aside vacation time to take that
Monday off from work. While another 5
million responded that they were secretly
planning to call in "sick". Additionally,
1.5 million were just not going to notify

their bosses that they will not be showing
up to work. These call outs of work cost
employers more money than people think.
The Monday after the 2018 Super Bowl,
New England Patriots vs. Philadelphia
Eagles, it cost employers over $3 billion
due to absenteeism. With Americans
working an average of 34.5 hours per
week, according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, these absent workers will cost
employers $3,032 billion (the average
weekly earnings rate is $26.63 per hour,
according to the firm). The two teams'
cities that are playing in the Super Bowl
are the biggest victims of this. They tend
to lose the most workers because their
fans tend to party more because they have
"skin in the game". Plus the after math of
the game, if a fans team wins they end up
partying more after the game and are too
exhausted to attend work the next day,
and the team's fans who lose end up being
too "depressed" to attend work the next
day. It's not just those skipping the whole
day who can drive up costs. According
to data measured by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, about 60.1percent of Super Bowl
viewers are employed. If all workers who
watch the Super Bowl come in just one
hour late or spend one hour discussing the
game instead of doing work, it could cost
employers $1.78 billion.
Even though these companies are
losing out on billions of dollars on this
because of the Super Bowl, that does not
mean they still aren't making money from
the workers who do show up and perform
their duties they are asked. But these stats
definitely make some companies raise an
eyebrow and debate whether or not they
should give their staff the day off to rest
up for the rest of the week. Just ask Kraft
Heinz.

WINTER BALL
Begiris on F®bruory 28th at 6:50 p.m.
tCMcation; B«!b
Tictets: $5 for students ($5 cit th» door), $5 for gumts
Ad proceeds folsed ar« going to Cofleg® Visions
Ca/fegm Visions gwas first generotion students the ojsfwtynity to

r»c«ive cf higher education
Email zpwwttftbrywst.edu
for more inforanotton
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Editors Needed
Email
archway@bryant.edu!

Mini-grants for Inclusive Excellence
Do you have an idea for an innovative project
or program that promotes diversity and
inclusion on our campus?
The Council for Inclusive Excellence is
pleased to announce that we are piloting a new
funding opportunity for all faculty, staff, and
students.
For more information or to apply contact Sam
Simas, ssimas2@bryant.edu

Creativty Corner
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The Center for Student Leadership
and Involvennent is seeking
nonninations for the annual Student
Engagement Leadership Awards.
Please consider nonninating a great
member of the Bryant community
that has contributed to the cocurricular success of students in a
variety of ways!

* Strengths Game
* Prizes and much more

0

%
MONDAY\

02
MA^
ROTUNDA
9:00ain- 1:00pm

All nominations are due by 11:45pm
on Monday, March 23, 2020 and
anyone can submit a nomination. To
nominate an individual please check
on Engaged.

All information and criteria on
awards can be found on Engaged.

#BryantStrengthsDay
All award recipients will be honored
at the Leadership Recognition
Banquet on Thursday, April 30,2020.

ntt
rO tfiM

mmmrn

Please feel free to reach out to Andy
Jacques (ajacques2@bryant.edu) and
Kelly Harvey (kharvey2@bryant.edu)
with any questions.

Thank you.
The Center for Student Leadership
and Involvement

Sports
I
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Ventricular enlargement

Normal brain vs Aaron Hernandez. (TheGuardian)
>

The People's Pastime: A Risky Match
By Samuel Dulieu
Contributing Writer
Sports: A pastime createdby the people, for thepeople. While there are many benefits
associated with being an athlete, there are risks that must be assumed, specifically
injuries.

In 2012 at Cure night club in Boston, Massachusetts, Daniel de Abreu bumped into
Hernandez and spilled a drink on him while inside, which caused Hernandez to follow
him out and ultimately murder him in a drive-by shooting outside of the club. This
In contact sports such as football, hockey, and MMA, the risk for injury are especially displays both impulsive behaviors and emotional instability on a large scale, and his
increased. Depending on the severity of the injury, it could end their career. In worse suicide in 2017 also raised red flags. Upon analyzing his brain in an autopsy, they found
that he had the most severe case of CTE found in an individual at that age.
case scenarios, it could end their career and have life-threatening effects.

One such injury is Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy, also known as CTE. CTE
involves physical degeneration of the brain, however experts have not determined how
the number, severity and other factors related to head trauma contribute to it. (Mayo
Clinic).
In addition to the lack of concrete evidence around CTE, it can only be diagnosed
through an autopsy of an athlete who is suspected to be suffering. Although certain
symptoms such as emotional instability, suicidal thoughts andbehaviors, and impulsive
behaviors are common, there is no established treatment for the condition or method to
diagnose an individual while alive.

CTE in Hernandez's case destroyed his football career and cut his life short from
playing a sport he was very passionate about. On the other end of the injury spectrum,
other injuries are less life-threatening, but stillbear some weight in risk to the athlete.
Take Patrice Bergeron, Captain of the Boston Bruins, for example. Between October
2017 andNovember 2019, Bergeron amassed 6 injuries which inhibited his ability to play
in the short term, however he managed to recover from such injuries as broken ribs and
a separated shoulder and remains an elite player in the National Hockey League (Fox
Sports).

Around the world, people are able to use sports as an outlet activity to learn about,
To better understand the severity of CTE, take Aaron Hernandez, former Patriots participate in, and/or make a career out of whichever one they prefer. Wherever their
tight end for example. He had a short-lived career in the NFL after being a charged on niche, there are a multitude of subjective benefits ranging from the fame and glory to
accounts of murder, ultimately leading to his incarceration and suicide while in prison financial security.
in 2017.
When it comes to life-threatening injuries, however, there is even more risk that
Hernandez was known for being a physical player throughout his whole football the athlete must assume. While science is still trying to discover new treatment and
career and was exposed to numerous hits to the head throughout. As he progressed diagnoses of these life-threatening injuries such as CTE, it is still important to be aware
through his professional career and received more physical contact to his head, the of the risk and take the proper precautionary measures to ensure a pleasurable, safe
activity such as sports.
symptoms of CTE began to show.

SCHOOL

CONF

CPCT

OVERALL

PCT.

STREAK

HOME

AWAY

NEUTRAL

Merrimapk

13-4

0.765

19-11

0.633

LI

9-2

9-8

1-1

Saint Francis U *

12-4

0.750

19-8

0.704

W7

10-2

8-6

1-0

Robert Morris *

12-5

0.706

16-14

0.533

LI

7-11

1-0

Sacred Heart*

10-6

0.625

17-12

0.586

W1

6-4

10-7

1-1

1 8-8

0.500

13-16

0.448

LI

6-6

6-9

1-1

Mount St. Marv s*

7-9

0.438

11-18

0.379

W1

8-5

3-13

0-0

Fairieiah Dickinson*

7-9

0.438

9-18

0.333

W1

6-5

3-13

0-0

Bryant

6-10

0.375
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The Role of a Captain
By Jake Gustin
Contributing Writer
The Bryant Baseball team kicked off their
season on Valentine's Day against the University of
Dayton. For many of the team's younger members,
it was their first time playing in a Division 1 baseball
game. But for upperclassman James Ciliento, it was
just another day repping the black and gold.Icaught
up with James to talk about his second year of being
the team's captain and what he has been able to
learn about what being a leader means during his
time here at Bryant University.
After a successful 2019 season for the captain,
he faced tremendous obstacles that he has had to
overcome. For starters, following the 2019 season he
suffered a torn labrum in his throwing shoulder. As
if that wasn't bad enough, he had been given news
that the universities head baseball coach would be
leaving and heading to Rutgers University. Being
the leader of the team, it was time for James to take
matters into his own hands like he has never had to
do before. James thanks Bryant for preparing him
and teaching him "how to communicate, listen, lead,
and critique people in a team and group setting^
He has acquired many traits of a strong leader due
to the amount of group work, leadership activities,
and innovative thinking projects that Bryant offers
its students.

Ciliento says he has been able to take many
of the traits he's learned in the classroom and
implement them while on the baseball diamond.
"Working in group settings is great, you really learn
to understand how different people react to different
situations and also how to communicate a problem
clearly with them" this has helped James on the
field by allowing him to prevent something from
happening before it actually happens simply by
communicating clearly with his teammates. On top
of this, his time learning how to be an innovative
thinker has also enhanced his leadership role. Not
only has Ciliento been able to role with the punches
but he has continued to push forward to help out
his team in any way possible. James' teammates
spoke on what he has been able to do differently and
how they have noticed the changes. "He seems like
a completely new person; his mind is on one thing
and that's how he can make everyone around him a
better person and player" says Sophomore outfielder
Vincenzo Castronovo. James is constantly coming
up with new ways to help his team, whether it's team
meetings, early work with him before practice, or
just talking one on one about what each player can
do better.
James is looking forward to enjoying his last

James Ciliento pitching during a game. (m_BryantBaseball)
season as a Bryant Bulldog. When asking James about what he wants
from this season he responded, "I just want to go out, play good
baseball, have a fun last ride with my teammates and hopefully bring
the NEC Title back home to Bryant where it belongs". Bryant starts
their first twenty games on the road before coming back to Conaty
Park for their opening day on Wednesday, March 18th against the
University of Hartford.

Bryant Bulldogs win NEC Championship
By Bryant Athletics
DiFiore (Wethersfield, Conn.) earned the silver
medal (17:08.66).
Bryant added another gold with a win in the 200
backstroke by Alaina Scifo (Ipswich, Great Britain)
(2:00.15).
The Black and Gold found the podium again
when Erin Doruska (Ankeny,Iowa) posted a time of
Coach Cameron's Comments
51.04 to place third in the 100 free.
Heather Wong (Ramsey, N.J.) added another
"Three-time conference champions, so
awesome. We are so proud of what this group has medal on the day for Bryant with a third-place
accomplished.I am glad we could send the seniors finish in the 200 breaststroke (2:18.44).
The Bulldogs got their second silver medal of
off with another championship, they deserve it. This
i s a v e r y f o c u s e d a n d d r i v e n g r o u p , g l a d i t p a i d o f f . the meet in the ^00 butterfly from Domenica Alcala
(Cancun, Mexico)(2:04.38).
Go bulldogs!"
In diving, Kyri Chambo (Highlands Ranch,
Colo.) completed the sweep of the diving events
Notes and Notables
with a first-place finish
in the three-meter dive
The Bulldogs got off to a great start with a (234.15). Gabrielle Ritzer (Sutton, Mass.) and Kate
first and second-place finish in the 1650 freestyle. Kirves (New Port Richey, Fla.) earned second and
Sammi Grenon (Cheshire, Conn.) won with a time fourth with scores of 219.80 and 194.35.
of 17:02.34, which was also a school record. Alyssa
The Black and Gold ended the night placing
East Meadow, N.Y. - The Bryant University
women's swimming and diving team won the
Northeast Conference swimming and diving
championships for the third year in a row with a
total score of 813.50.

Women's Swim team celebrating their picture..

(BryantBuiid0g5.com)

third in the 400 free relay. The team of Reetta Kanervo (Oulu, Finland),
Scifo, Laurel Carey (Madison, N.J.), and Doruska teamed up to post a
time of 3:26.54.
The Bulldogs took home three of the four awards given out at the
end of the meet.
Grenon won the Rookie of the Meet for winning the 400 IM
(4:22.79) and the 1650 free (17:02.34). She also set school records in
both of those events.
Chambo won Diver of the Meet for placing first in both the onemeter (209.05) and three-meter dives (234.15). She is the first Bulldog
to win this award since Kecli Abernethy won it in 2016.
The final award won was the Coaching Staff of the Meet. This was
the first time that the NEC gave out this award as it was previously
separated between diving and swimming coach of the meet. Head
Coach Katie Cameron was a three-time winner of the NEC Coach of
the Meet.
Bryant won a total of 22 medals at the NEC Championships. 11
were gold, five were silver, and six were bronze.
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Remembering the late Kobe Bryant
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Want More, Go Pick-Four Exciting Column
2020 Oscars: A Year
for Cinephiles

By Jacob Croteau
Contributing Writer

By Sam Goforth
Contributing Writer

Cafe a la Carte
Quite recently,
Bryant University dining has
nnade some "upgrades" to
the options available for
students here on campus.
Over my past two years
on campus, we have had
the same rotation of meal
time options. Salmanson
Dining Hall is available
with a variety of food for a
mere meal swipe from 7:15
AM until 7:30 PM, with its
scheduled two-hour break at
2:30 PM. As many students
have taken note, Salmo
can outdo expectations
but can also leave you
with nothing much. Nick's
Place, the better quality
McDonald's of campus,
opens at 11 AM and doesn't
close until 11:30 PM.
Nick's had become very
popular among students the
moment their meal swipe
option opens up, allowing
students to get an entree,
one side, and a 21-ounce
soda of their choice. As of
this semester, Nick's has
extended their meal swipe
meal option from only 7:30
PM -10 PM to now being
available 11:00 AM -11:00
PM. However, be careful,
if you go to Nick's at the
wrong time, you may end
up enjoying that long line of
about 20-30 hungry Bryant
students straight out of
night class at 9:15 PM.
You can never forget
the late-night weekend
HOT SPOT, Ronzio's Pizza.

Ronzio's, due to being
privately owned, gives
students a reason to use
our bulldog bucks or our
own hard-earned cash. Now,
Ronzio's can expose some
freshmen to sights they
never thought they would
see in a respectable pizza
parlor. With their cheap,
yummy slices and exquisite
side dishes, Ronzio's takes
care of the cheap late-latenight snack we all crave.
Personally, the bacon mac
and steak parmesan pizzas
outrank the rest of their
pizza choices, with the small
order of mozzarella sticks
being another go-to favorite.
These three options
have dominated my first
year and a half at Bryant,
but it has become time to
expand my palate. As of
January 2020, our signature
Starbucks cafes have begun
to steal those beloved meal
swipes that have been
exhausted into Salmonson
and Nick's Place. Cafe a
la Carte and Bulldog Bytes
Cafe, located in the Rotunda
and the Beilo Center
respectively, introduced
the newest dining option, a
you-pick-four meal deal. The
pick-four allows students
access to a sandwich or
salad alongside a drink,
dessert bar or fruit, and a
bag of chips for one meal
swipe. Having the option
begin at 11AM until 8 PM

every day is game changing
for students, especially
with the ability to access
the deal for two separate
meals throughout the entire
day. This upgrade within
our cafes has improved
our student meal plans
to a whole new level. The
quickness, healthiness,
and availability of the
you-pick-four makes it
easy for students to pass
in-and-out of the cafes
in minutes with an entire
meal at their fingers. This
deal has made some of my
peers and myself change
our meal swipes to higher
counts since they no longer
have to repeatedly eat at
Salmanson or Nick's Place
and have a healthy option to
spice up their daily diets.
While many
students have been focusing
on the things Salmanson
and Sodexo need to be
fixing, Bryant has decided
to add this extra level to our
dining experience instead.
I find it very beneficial to
the campus and enables
students to easily feed
themselves amongst our
busy daily schedules.
Bulldog Bytes Cafe and Cafe
a la Carte are now new,
extraordinary, healthy meal
options for Bryant Students
as of the spring semester
of 2020, not only attractive
to us, but possibly even to
prospecting students.

rhe 2020 Academy Award ceremony capped off a year of
cinema that was full of masterful directing, genius screenplays,
and breathtaking performances that brought back the pure
magic, excitement, and competition that the film industry
desperately needed. Sure, there were many familiar faces that
we seem to see every year on the nomination slabs such as
the bright and shiny DiCaprio, DeNiro, and Tarantino names.
However, what we don't normally see and what is so special
about this year's nomination and award ballot specifically, are
the young, refreshing, and wildly talented people who were
up for major awards and In some cases took home the Oscar
trophy this year this year. Just to name a few we saw: Boon
Jong Ho's masterpiece "Parasite", Adam Driver in his passionate
performance in "IVIarriage Story', and Saoirse Ronan in her
seemingly flawless depiction in "Little Women." Young, wildly
talented individuals in the film industry today such as these
three, are on the rise and have made a habit of putting together
memorable performances in the past several years. These up
and coming stars, are the future of the industry, and what is
so important that we must note about them, is that that they
have also created some serious pressure for the normal award
favorites such as the prestigious IVIartin Scorsese, Guillermo
Del Toro, and Meryl Streep of this day in age. Now as a result
of the incredible performances and films that seemed to
sprout all over the globe this year, we have created some
healthy competition among filmmakers and in turn this year
has produced some of the most Iconic films of our generation,
chalk full with beautiful scores and performances all the way
around. This competition was not only felt with individuals in the
industry directly; but also, us the audience. Since there were so
many amazing performances and films in this year alone, the
2020 Oscars gained some hype and attention that we have not
seen at this ceremony in a very long time. The shifting of tides
within the industry such as: the movement to movie streaming
on Netflix, the up and coming acting talent of this generation,
and the intimidating competition developing overseas led by
Korean Filmmaker Boon Jong Ho, have instilled a sense of
healthy competition within the industry that we have not seen
for many years, and that will in turn allow for filmmakers to
push each other continue to produce more highly reviewed
nims than the other. As a result, this will make the industry
overall way more entertaining for us the audience because we
will be getting more years full of wonderful movies. Perhaps
one of the only downsides to this year's Academy Awards
were the amazing individuals who had their work overlooked
by the academy this year, such as Lupita Nyong'O, who in my
opinion should have absolutely been in the conversation for
best Actress in a read role due to her terrifying performance
in "Us". Nyong'O went on to not gain a slot on the nomination
ballot because she technically starred in a Horror movie, which
the academy is still learning to see as serious films. She was
iust one of the few, along with other devastating snubs such
as Adam Sandler's role in "uncut Gems", and Robert Pattinson
being overlooked for the incredible performance he unveiled in
the eerie Ari Aster masterpiece "The Lighthouse." However, with
all of this being said, there some films and performances that
were simply too good to ignore. Joaquin Phoenix using his so
called "method acting", delivered one of the most terrifying and
iconic performances we've ever seen in his role as the Joker, in
Todd Phillips' dark and cynical character study. Phoenix went on
take home the trophy for best actor in a lead role by a landslide,
blowing by big names such as Robert DeNiro, and Leo DiCaprio.
By and large the buzz and hype around this year's academy
awards can be viewed as the spark of which that will revive the
movie Industry to what many believe it was truly always meant
to be. There is a much less mainstream content being poured
into films, and rather we are seeing filmmakers put out an art
form that expresses a certain feeling or emotion they are trying
to convey. The film Industry overall is moving in a direction that
we, as the audiences can be very happy, and excited with.
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Who Made the Most of Their Super Bowl
Spotlight?
By Zachary Frank
Contributing Writer
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What's your opinion?
Tell us your take on the latest topics
and trends.
Love it? Hate it? We want to know!
Email your submission to: archway@
bryant.edu or reach out for more
information.

Bryant Student Affairs invites you to participate in the

S UPE
Every year the
Superbowl attracts
millions of viewers
to watch what team
is going to be the
champion of this year's
season. The other
millions of viewers
that tune in to the
Superbowl but don't like
football are there for the
commercials that these
big corporations spend
lavishly on to attract the
most attention. As its
well noted, Superbowl
commercials are known
as being the most
interesting as they try
to relay their messages
in either a comedic or
sentimental way. This
year was no different as
company's spared no
expenses to make sure
their commercial leaves
a lasting impact.
The best
Superbowl commercials
that leave the most
impact for me are
the ones that hit a
nostalgic pain point; The
commercials that allow
you to reminisce on your
past and remember the
joyous times. A company
that did this extremely
well was Walmart.
Their commercial was
full of old whimsical
character such as Flash
from "Flash Gordon",
the aliens from "Mars
Attacks", and even
R2D2 from "Star Wars".
These characters allow
the viewer to connect
with the commercial
in their own personal
way creating a special
relationship between
them and the advertising

Super 54 Logo

company. Though,
the utilization of old
characters can be
seen as "cheesy", I
believe Walmart was
able to avoid this
perception as their
commercial followed
a consistent theme of
extraterrestrials.
Another ad that
was run very successfully
while utilizing the power
of nostalgia was the NFL
Next 100 commercial.
This commercial was
paying homage to all the
great football players
of the past and what
is coming next for the
future of football. The
scene that I especially
enjoy from this
commercial Is when the

kid is walking through
the tunnel surrounded
by hall of fame football
players. Not only was
it very cool to see all
these fantastic athletes
again, but the sense of
inspiration I received
as this young kid is
walking past his heroes
and interacting with
them was what made
this one of the better
commercials of the
night. This commercial
sends a message
of motivation to the

younger generation
that with hard work and
perseverance you can
as well be great.
Finally, a
commercial that
stood on top of the
rest, was the heart
wrenching message
^
produced by Google.
Google was advertising
how one of their
products can be used
to remember things.
This message was
sent through the story
of an old man trying
to remember things
about his deceased
wife. Throughout
the commercial, the
old man is asking
Google to remember
small details about
his wife as the more
he remembers the
more he can enjoy the
thought of his beloved
wife. This commercial
hit home instantly as
it touches on the deep
connections that we
have with the people
we love. Google went
with a very sentimental
and tear jerking
commercial instead
of a comedic one
which proved to be a
success. I believe this
commercial was the
most effective as it was
able to fully develop its
message for a lasting
impact all while selling
you a product.
Therefore, the
top three ads from
the Superbowl In
descending order are
from Google, NFL, and
Walmart.

STUDENT VOICES
PROJECT

We want to hear your stories!
Send us a video telling us in 1 to 5 minutes how Student Affairs has had a positive
impact on your Bryant Experience. Choose one or more areas to highlight:
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•
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•
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. Public Safety
. PwC Center for Diversity and Inclusion
.

Residence Life

Student Events and Orientation Programs
Upload your video at;
All video formats accepted. Please film in "Landscape" OriFjntation.
Win a SSO.OO gift card if your video content is selected for inclusion on our Student Affairs website or
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Is taking on Student Debt
at Bryant Worth it?
By Jonathan Elkas
Contributing Writer

A commonality amongst most college kids
these days is the nuisance of student debt.
America currently has a total of 1.5 trillion
dollars (and climbing) outstanding in student
debt split across 44 million Americans
(American Progress Organization). This turned
an individual nuisance into what is most
commonly referred to in the news and media,
a national "crisis." The negative connotations
associated with debt, specifically student debt
and loans have made them that much more
intimidating to take on.
So, where do we draw the line? The line
between the Importance of education and the
insurmountable debt forced on young adults.
The price of college is continuously climbing
year after year forcing loans and debt to go
up just as much each year. Money is the main
determinant of our culture and society, while,
in turn, education is the first step to being
successful. Almost every decision we make
is completely based around the cost, or the
benefit we receive in return. So, is student debt
worth it?
Most students at Bryant made the hard
choice to value their education over a current
profit. They put faith in a system that when they

graduate, they will have the skills
and knowledge to make every
penny back. Students also have
the faith that they will have the
good chances to land a job after
graduation. Bryant University on
average will end up totaling a
whopping $175,000. Over half of
the students enrolled will walk
away with a degree and about
$28,000 (plus interest) in debt.
Luckily, we have the numbers
on our side as Bryant University
tops Rhode Island colleges
(including Brown) in long term
R.O.I as reported by Georgetown
university center on education,
making Bryant the top 100 in the
country for long term returns. It is
reported that "a Bryant graduate
can expect an economic gain of $1million
after 30 years and $1.4 million after 40 years"
(Boston Globe). With 91% of the student body
participating in internships throughout their four
years, suddenly an education is turned into an
experience. This, in turn„produces a graduating
class whom 99% of have jobs with a median
starting salary of $60,000. So, what does this
mean, essentially it means we can rest assured
that it is all worth it.
As a student who had to take on ^
student loans to receive this education, I
grappled with this question constantly. And just
a few months away from receiving a degree, I
am confident as most of my peers are, that we
are not only prepared for life after college but
confident in the knowledge we have obtained.
Bryant's unique integration of Business
with Arts and Sciences has given us a wellrounded curriculum, making a Bryant graduate
competitive in most all positions. Although it is
clear that something must be done to stop the
price of education from rising and debt from
growing, my personal investment into Bryant
University was one I would make 10 times over
and I believe most of the student body would as
well.
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Sanders Surges in Primary as Super Tuesday Beckons
By Alex Dieker
Staff Writer
With three states completed and South Carolina on deck. Democratic Primary season is
in full swing. After Bernie Sanders and Pete Buttigieg claimed victory in Iowa, Sanders sneaked
out a win in New Hampshire, with 25.6% of the vote. Buttigieg came close, registering just over a
percentage less than the Vermont Senator. Nevada, like Iowa, held a one-day caucus event last week
but the results were much more telling. Not only is Nevada a more diverse state than the previous
two, but Senator Sanders has made it clear that he's the candidate to beat.
According to The New York Times, Bernie Sanders won nearly half of the County Convention
Delegates in Nevada, delivering him 24 state delegates. Joe Biden, whose position as the
conservative stalwart in the race has to this point been overtaken by Buttigieg, came in second,
winning 20% to Buttigieg's 14%. Elizabeth Warren surged in the polls last year but has failed to
impress primary voters; she garnered less than 10% of Nevada's C.C.Ds, with Billionaire #1(i.e. Tom
Steyer) and Amy Klobuchar winning less than 5% each. Billionaire #2...er...Michael Bloomberg won't
appear on primary ballots until Super Tuesday.
As candidates prepare for South Carolina's primary on Saturday, let's take a look at where
we stand. The Nevada landslide victory delivered a huge boost to Sanders' campaign, which now
counts 45 state delegates to its name. Buttigieg, who still represents the largest challenge to
Sanders' nomination, has 25, and former Vice President Biden has 15, nine of which he gained in
Nevada. Warren and Klobuchar, who were both endorsed by the Times, each count less than ten total
delegates in their corner.
Fifty-four delegates will be up for grabs in South Carolina, but the real test will be on March
3rd, also known as Super Tuesday. Fourteen states will hold their primary elections or caucuses on that day, Including states like Texas and California which will deliver
hundreds of delegates each. Super Tuesday, as noted by Vox, is shaping up to be the closest thing to a national primary—it features voters from three New England
states (Massachusetts, Maine, Vermont), two mid-Atlantic states (Virginia, North Carolina), five in the south (Tennessee, Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas, Alabama), three
in the west (California, Utah, Colorado), and Minnesota.
The next couple weeks will be instrumental in deciding the future of American and global politics. With Sanders the outright favorite, mainstream media
outlets like the Times, Wall Street Journal, and The Economist have published articles detailing why the Senator won't beat Trump, or why a Sanders presidency would
spell trouble for the United States. Not only is this somewhat irrelevant to primary voters—we should take a measured policy-oriented approach in the ballot box—it
is also false. All six major polling organizations have Bernie downing Trump in a general election, with the Journal's own poll showing Sanders four points clear of the
billionaire-in-chief.
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Do We All Have the Potential for Evil
By Xiao Yu
Contributing Author
Humankind always ask if we are good or bad, as if there is an actual line between black and white. We constantly
forget about why human exist and why we are alive. We are nothing more than a species, the meaning of our existence is the
continuation of species, which means that the meaning of life lies in reproduction and survival, everything else is just not that
important. This means that self-confidence, success, passion, love, etc. are not essential to life, not to mention morality, rules and
right or wrong. The instinct of mankind is to survive without restrictions, only because we have a thing called humanity is always
trying to suppress evil, and this society has created laws for harmonious development of the whole world, as a game rule that
restricts people's behavior. So, do we all have the potential for evil? Absolutely yes.
In the zombie movies, there is always a scene like this: innocent people who are not infected with zombie viruses standing
outside the siege and hope to be placed in the shelter before being attacked by zombies. They never get in because no one can
guarantee that everyone will be saved. The government officials and soldiers can only shoot at the people to scare them away
and let them continue to fend for themselves. This is not the cruelty of editors and directors. This is just logical decisions that
reasonable human being made when faced with things are impossible and stressful. In this era where we are abiding by the law
of jungle, the reality is such a bloody one. Perhaps in many cases, in order to survive, we have not the time nor the ability to take
care that of others. If we follow moral standards, then we are not loving enough, not good enough, we are selfish, we are evil, but
where is this line drawn? we are not gods, we do not make rules.
Maybe life and death like that of an apocalyptic event is just too serious, then let's talk about the little things in life, namely:
abortions, wars, and eating meat. We only do those such things to live, to survive, and to make our own lives better. What did
the pigs ever do to you to deserve an axe knock or electric shock? Is bacon too good to give up? What have sharks ever done to
you? Please do not be fooled by the movies, they are not interest in hurting human at all, and even if sharks bite you by accident,
they will swim away after realizing that you are not their food source. But because the shark finning business is such a lucrative
industry coupled by a market for the tasty shark fin soup delicacy, we as profiteering human just cannot forgo the opportunity.
Also, what did monkeys, or any other endangered species ever done to deserve a pending extinction, to be removed from their
natural habitat by our kinds, and to be closed in the cages for the sake of human amusement? Is it that they are not one of our
kinds, hence their lives are less worthy of our attention? So, the question is can we live fine without doing those stuff? Of course,
we can, just because we are the most capable species on earth doesn't mean we can make rules of the game and do whatever
we want, because after all, we have legal restrictions of same kind, and we are morally conscious of our doings?
In the latest hot American drama show "Why Woman Kill", the play not only discusses betrayal in marriage, but also
involves thought-provoking topics such as the background of the times, feminism, affection and love. They are eager for true
intimacy while pursuing women's freedom. How to master this subtle sense of balance has become a problem they have to face.
Beth is a dignified, considerate housewife. Most American family models in the 1960s were dominated by patriarchal culture, and
Beth's marriage was no exception. She is willing to give up her dreams for her husband, to cook for her husband at home, and to
fulfill the duties of a good wife. Even if the neighbor told her that her husband is having an affair, Beth would deny that reality is
that someone else is wrong. When she knew that she could not get her husband's love and knew that her daughter's death was
caused by her husband's affair, she decided to take revenge and design her husband die under the gun of another man with a
domestic violence. The potential evil was always in her and she was too busy to pursue other stuff, but in the end, she finds only
that evil can free her from all the lies and pains, so she did it, sold the house, and live happily ever after.
Why so many people love violence? Because it makes us feels good, the adrenaline soaring made so many people addicted
such things like sports and fights. Some people say that boxing is a violent aesthetic. Some people say that Muay Thai is a cultural
output. Some people say that Israeli women's self-defense (Krav Maga) is a must-have skill for women. But all these above are
originating from the bad side of human being. If no one watch boxing game and gamble on it, no one will get hurt. But does
people really care about your wellness? They absolutely do not, the only thing they care is the violence and the thrill of the body.
And about Krav Maga, if there is no such thing as so many evils in the world, who needs to learn how to defense themselves.
There is only one kind of martial arts in the world that is different from others—Tai Chi. It is not for the purpose of hurting
others. Instead, it is trying to beat the opponent by taking advantage of his strength. It can also be used to calm the mind and
cultivate the mind and body. But let's think back, if there is no evil inside ail of us, then what are we calming, what are we
defeating?
Evil is always in us, or should I say we all have potentials for evil. When humankind just born, they are just too young to
understand things and do not know how to do evil. By the time they have the ability to do evil, their parents have already instilled
the right and wrong in this society to the children, let them know what can and can't be done, and plainly, just like the monkeys
in the circus. The society thinks that the right thing will be rewarded. If you do something wrong, you will be punished. If you do
something in the gray area, everyone will pretend to be invisible. As long as the law does not cover, no one can do anything about
evil. In addition, although human nature has weaknesses, it is like the law of all time, often complement each other, there are
black and white, there are men and women, there is yin and yang. The greatest role of human nature is to balance your own good
and evil. Of course, who said that this is not a manifestation of humankind's arrogance?
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Pluto at Ninety
Discovered/ Demoted^ Visited
By Dave Huestis
Contributing Author
A little more than ninety years ago, in a barred spiral galaxy named the Milky Way, a stellar system named Sol had a retinue of
eight known planets revolving around it. The last one to be discovered was Neptune in September 1846. However, as time passed small
perturbations in Neptune's orbit were noted, which suggested another "trans-Neptunian object" existed whose presence altered his path
around our Sun. It wasn't until 1905 that a wealthy Boston astronomer, Percival Lowell, started a search for "Planet X" using his Flagstaff,
Arizona, observatory. Lowell, with his mathematics background, and with the help of colleagues, tried to derive a possible orbit for a potential
unknown planet. They even took photographic plates in 1906 of an area of sky where they thought planet "X" might be located, but with no
results.
Unfortunately, Percival Lowell died at age 61on November 12,1916 and the search for the elusive "Planet X" ended. However, in
1929, the search for Pluto was resumed at the Lowell Observatory using calculations that Lowell had computed earlier. A 23 year-old Clyde
W. Tombaugh was hired to meticulously image specific areas of the sky using photographic glass plates. The same star field would be
exposed several days apart. Once the plates were developed, they were placed in a viewing machine called a blink comparator that held two
plates. The operator could switch back and forth from one plate to the other. This process was called "blinking."
Stars do not appreciably change positton because of their vast distances from the Earth. However, an object within our solar system
would show a slight shift in position given enough time had elapsed between the images. Many asteroids and comets had been discovered
using the blinking process. An object in question would appear to jump from one position to another between the two images being
compared. Making assumptions as to the possible distance to "Planet X," and given the length of time between exposures, one could deduce
from the movement of an object where it may reside in the solar system. Clyde was responsible for the entire tedious task of exposing,
developing, and blinking the glass photographic plates.
Finally, on February 18,1930, Clyde Tombaugh discovered Lowell's distant world while comparing plates he had exposed on January
23 and January 29,1930. As Clyde told Skyscrapers' members when he visited Seagrave Observatory in 1987, until he informed his
colleague Dr. C. 0. Lampland across the hall from his office and then his boss Director V.M. Slipher, for 45 minutes he was the only person
in the world who knew of the new planet's existence. After careful re-examination of the data and confirmation by other astronomers, it was
determined this newly discovered body was way out beyond the orbit of Neptune. The monumental discovery was announced to the world on
March 13,1930, the anniversary of Lowell's birth.
^
"Planet X" was also given the more proper name Pluto, the Roman god of the underworld. (Naming astronomical bodies at that time
adhered to Roman and Greek mythology.) And it is merely coincidence that the first two letters are Percival Lowell's initials.
It is interesting to note that there was a link to Rhode Island in regards to Lowell's search for what would become Pluto. My research as
historian for Skyscrapers revealed that the former owner of our eight-inch Clark refractor and Seagrave Memorial Observatory, Frank Evans
Seagrave, was a friend of Percival Lowell.
i do not know when Lowell and Seagrave first met, but from 1915 - 1917, when Seagrave was "working" as an assistant at Harvard
College Observatory, it is apparent they had become fast friends. See this link for extensive details on the Percival Lowell/Frank Seagrave
connection: http://www.theskyscrapers.org/the-conjunction-of-frank-seagrave-and-percival-lowell. in fact, one postcard from Seagrave to
Lowell said in part, "Hope you will find X."
After Lowell's passing in 1916, Seagrave continued his correspondence with Dr. Slipher, the new Director of Lowell Observatory. In a
postcard dated May 21,1917, Seagrave wrote to Slipher stating, "If you should at any time find any conspicuous object that you think is "X"
please send me some positions. Dr. Lowell many times promised me that I should be the first one to work on its orbit when discovered."
Seagrave only found out about Pluto's discovery through newspapers. Now 70 years-old, Seagrave hadn't been asked to compute
Pluto's orbit as had been promised by his friend Lowell. Seagrave sent off several letters to Slipher in March and April 1930 reminding him
of this arrangement, saying in one of them, "The last time I was with Dr. Percival Lowell was late in September 1916...He showed me his
computations in relation to the outer Neptunian planet, and said to me, 'Seagrave, if the Lowell Observatory is the Observatory that will first
find this planet, you will be the first one to compute its orbit.' No writing to this effect. Only a verbal statement..."
Eventually Slipher responded to Frank Seagrave (very diplomatically of course). Briefly stated, Slipher wrote, "it seemed to me that we
here should determine for it a preliminary orbit. This because it seemed best for Lowell Observatory to find it out and make it known if the
object were thus shown to be less important than it had appeared. Dr. Lowell and the Observatory had put so much into the problem as to
appear to justify this policy." He went on to say, "I hope you will feel that we have tried to be fair. We of course realized at the outset that you
who compute orbits were better equipped to do such work, but the reasons given above decided our course."
Over the ensuing decades there was a limit to what information could be learned about so distant a world. On January 19, 2006, the
New Horizons spacecraft was launched on its almost 10-year journey to explore icy planet out in the depths of our solar system.
In the meantime, other bodies beyond Pluto had also been more recently discovered, and astronomers wanted to classify these
objects. During a meeting of The International Astronomical Union (lAU), an association that governs such things, decided to modify
the definition for a planet. Under the new parameters Pluto no longer qualified as one. A new term, dwarf planet, was introduced. This
reclassification became official on August 24, 2006 and Pluto was kicked out of the planet club.
Pluto's status may have changed, but the New Horizons spacecraft mission to explore Pluto and its moons didn't. After a 9.5-year
journey New Horizons had a brief encounter with Lowell's "Planet X," cruising by this dwarf ice-ball of a world at 30,800 miles per hour,
coming within 7,750 miles of its surface. Astronomers learned more from this close encounter than they had since Clyde Tombaugh
discovered Pluto in 1930. If you'd like to read about New Horizon's discoveries, please check out this link: https://www.nasa.gov/mission_
pages/newhorizons/main/index.htmi
Although Clyde Tombaugh died on January 17,1997, at 90 years-old, before New Horizons' launch and before Pluto had been
demoted to dwarf status, a part of Clyde made the epic journey to explore this distant world. Upon Tombaugh's death he was cremated. An
ounce of his ashes was put in an aluminum container and placed onboard the spacecraft. The container's inscription reads in part, "Interred
herein are remains of American Clyde W. Tombaugh, discoverer of Pluto..."
While Pluto is merely a tiny speck as seen through the largest of the telescopes in Rhode Island, there are many other more
prominent celestial objects to view that will impress you with their beauty. Let the volunteers at all the Rhode Island observatories help you
explore the heavens during free public open nights.
Keep your eyes to the skies.
Dave Huestis
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By Dave Huestis
Contributing Author

As Kati and Ron Machtley work through their final semester at Bryant University, I wish to thank them for
their gracious support of my on-campus astronomy programs over the last five years. These special events included
telescopic observation of the total lunar eclipse in September 2015, the May 2016 and November 2019 transits of
Mercury, and last, but certainly not least, the partial solar eclipse of August 2017.
In addition, Kati and Ron have also been quick to comment, either in person or by email, on my monthly
astronomy columns which have appeared in The Archway or The Smithfield Times. Despite their busy schedules I know
they have often looked to the skies with the hope of catching a glimpse of some astronomical event I have written
about.
Kati and Ron, your heartfelt support has made me extremely proud to be affiliated with the Bryant University
Community.
Peace, prosperity and continued good health during retirement. I hereby dedicate my spring semester 2020
astronomy columns to you both. Keep your eyes to the skies.
Dave "Starman" Huestis https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rxr4IJROEBs
Bryant Astronomy Labs
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Pets of the Week

New Items
Name: Prince
Age: 14
Hometown: North Providence, RI
Major: Photopraghy and Makeup
Breed: Blue Persian
Fun Fact:
He is fabulous

Fried Picl<ies
Fried Muslirooms
Zuccliini Fries

401-531-6620
Pets of the Week

Want to get involved in
The Archwayl

Come to Fisher Student Center Room 3 on
Tuesdays at 5:00pm\

Name: Houdini
Age: 9
Hometown: North Providence, RI
Major: Acting and Escape Artist
Breed: Cat
Fun Fact:
Known for his star role as Toothless in How to
Train Your Dragon

